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Always use Zebra Crossing while crossing the roads.

These are special points for pedestrians to cross roads. They are marked with white stripes parallel to the road.

Road Crossway (Zebra Crossings) is only for Pedestrians.

Stop for Pedestrians @ Zebra Crossing.
Always select suitable helmets while riding bike or cycle. Don’t wear helmets without chin strap.

Don’t wear loose clothes while riding bike or cycle.

Be seen by wearing Bright Colour clothes in the Day and Light or Reflective Colour clothes in the Dark.
Always put your seat belt "ON" while driving four wheeler.
Select proper seat belt which suits your kids too.

Always park vehicles in Designated Parking Zone.
Do not park in no parking area.

Do not use mobile phone while driving.
Do not Drink and Drive.

Do not use mobile phone @ petrol bunks.

You must drive on the Left Side of the road. Overtake only from the Right.

Use Indicator to Signal while Turning & Changing the lane.
Always walk on the **Footpath**. Where there is no footpath, walk in the **Right Side** margin of the road so that you can see the traffic coming in the opposite direction.

Always do regular **Pollution Check** for your vehicle. *(Once in 6 months)*

Do **Periodic Maintenance and Health Check-up** for your vehicle to have a safe and happy drive always.
Always check your Tyre Condition before you start. Replace all the four tyres as recommended by the vehicle manufacturer.

Always park your vehicle on the Left Side of the road. Use Parking Light & Caution Triangle while attending breakdown.

Always be Cautious while Opening the vehicle door on roads.

Do not exceed legal speed limits. Remember that speed limits are a maximum, not a target. Look for Speed Limit & abide with.
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Do not drive vehicles if you feel sleepy. It will lead to Accidents.

Ensure hand brakes are "ON" before leaving the parked vehicles.

Do not take Selfie while driving, do not watch yourself in the mirror everytime do not put lipstick or make up in the cardo not eat while driving.

Always drive your vehicle with Valid Driving License. Driving under 18 years of age is an offence.
The 108 Emergency Response Service is a free emergency service providing integrated medical (ambulance), police and fire services.
DRIVING IN THE RAIN

1. **TIME**
   - Give yourself more time for heavy traffic due to rain.

2. **FOLLOWING DISTANCE**
   - Keep a safe following distance between you and the vehicle in front of you.

3. **SPEED LIMIT**
   - Obey the speed limit and drive slower in the rain; the roads are very slick when wet!

4. **LIGHTS**
   - Turn on your headlights when driving in rainy weather.

5. **WINDSCREEN WIPERS**
   - Make sure that the windscreen wipers are in proper working order; change the wiper blades before the rainy season arrives.

6. **READ THE SIGNS**
   - Never drive through moving water if you can’t see the ground through it. Do not drive around road barricades; they are there for your safety, the road or bridge may be washed out.
Road Sense is the offspring of courtesy and the parent of safety.
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People dying from road traffic injuries in 2021 is unacceptable and is no way to die. Together we must pledge to make our roads safer and better for our children and their children's children.

- Dr Edmond Fernandes
CEO, CHD Group